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NACA RM No. A7J22 RESTRICTED 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
HIGH-SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERIBTICS OF A MODEL 
TAIL PLANl!: WITH MODIFIED NACA 65-010 SECTIONS 
By Joseph L. Anderson and Andrew 'Martin 
SUMMARY 
Wind-tunnel tests have been made to determine the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a model tail plane having modified RACA 65-010 
sections and a tapered plan form. Results were obtained with the 
model tail plane unswept (flap hinge line perpendicular to air flow) 
and swept back (flap hinge line swept back 450 to air flow). 
The data show the lift, drag, pitching-moment, and hinge-
moment coefficient variation with angle of attack and flap deflection 
at various Mach ~umbers. Results are presented for Mach numbers 
from 0.40 to 0.875, with flap deflections from -50 to 150 at low 
Mach numbers and from ~o to 80 at the higher Mach numbers. 
The Mach number of lift divergence for the unswept tail was 
found to be 0.80, while the Mach number of divergence for the swept 
tail was above 0 .875. At a Mach number of 0.40, the unswept tail 
stalled at 12 0 angle of attack, but the swept tail di d not stall at 
200 • 
If the unswept tail of an airplane were replaced with a swept 
tail (both tails similar to those tested) and the tail area were 
increased sufficiently to maintain equal static longitudinal 
stability at low speed, calculations based on the test results 
indicate that below a Mach number of 0.80, the swept tail would 
have greater drag but would require the same elevator stick force. 
Above 0.80 Mach number the tail drag and the elevator stick' forces 
would both be conSiderably less for the airplane with the swept 
tail than for the airplane with the unswept tail. 
RmTRIC'lED 
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Ifl'I!RODUCTION 
Recently, during reoovery of an airplane fram a high-speed 
dive, an unanticipated abrupt pitch-up and a large positive 
acceleration were encountered. (See reference 1.) In order to 
determine if the tail characteristics of this airplane were affected 
by Mach number, tests were made in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind 
tunnel of a semispan model of the horizontal tail plane of the 
airplane. The movable surface of the model tail plane is referred 
to in this report as a flap, for the results are applicable to 
other control surfaces. The aerodynamic characteristics of this 
model tail plane were measured with the flap hinge line unswept 
and swept back 450 • 
SYMBOliJ 
The coefficients and the symbols used in thi s report are defined 
as follows: 
CL lift coefficient (L/qS) 
CD drag coefficient (D/qS) 
pitching~ament coefficient about one-quarter 
M.A.C. (Mt /qS M.A.C.) 
flap hinge~ament coefficient (H/qcf2 bf) 
M Mach number (V fa) 
R Reynolds number (pV M.A.C ./~) 
aspect ratio (2~) --<! 




L lift of semispan model, pounds 
D drag of semispan model, pounds 
M' pitching moment about the one-quarter M.A.C. of 

























hinge moment about flap hinge line of semispan model, 
foot-pounds 
dynamic pressure (~V2), pounds per square foot 
2 
area of semispan model, square feet 
semispan of model, feet 
chord of tail plane perpendicular to the hinge line, feet 
chord of flap perpendicular to the flap hinge line, feet 
chord of tab perpendicular to the flap hinge line, feet 
mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
flap span of semispan model parallel to the hinge line, feet 
tab span parallel to the hinse line, feet 
root-mean-square chord of flap perpendicular to the hinge 
line~ feet 
mass density of air in the free stream, slugs per oubic 
foot 
velocity of the free air stream, feet per second 
speed of sound in the free air stream, feet per seoond 
viscosity of air in the free stream, pound-seoonds per 
square foot 
angle of attaok of model, degrees 
flap defleotion relative to airfoil, positive when the 
trailing edge 1s deflected downward, degrees 
tab deflection relative to flap, positive when trailing 
edge 1s deflected downward, degrees 
control-stick deflection, degrees 
--.----
r-
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(~) CLa, = 6r, M 
CLe = (~)<t 
, M 
= (ge) 
Chfa. = ~~) CIa. &f, M 
ChfBr = ~~),,' M 
6CDt increment of drag coeffioient 
Iote: The subscripts outside the parenthesis indicate the factors 
held constant in determining the pa.rameters. 
The test model was half of the horizontal tail plane from. a 
l/3-eOale model of a fighter airplane. The dimensions of the tail 
are presented in table I. This tail piane has a flat-eid.ed flap 
having a ohord equal to 25 percent of the tail-i'lane chord and a 
tab hB.v1ng a chord equal to approx1mate17 25 peroent of the flap 
chord. The ooordinates of the airf'oil .seotion are shown in table II. 
The flap was restrained by a cantilever beam to which were glued 
resist&nce-t1})e strain gages for the measurement of the flap hinge 
moment.a. 
To separate the tmmel-wall boundary l.qer from the model and 
thereby el1m1nate the effect of this boundary l&1'er on the test 
reButs, a refleotion plate was mounted 6 inches from the tunnel 
wall. The tail, supported by the bal1moe frame, had its plane of 
s1lJllll8try at the reflection plate. A fairing oOTered the model-
suppo~ing struoture between the pla.te and the tunnel wall. A 
baftle was installed on the model near the refleotion plate to 
direot the leakage flow awa;r from the model. (See fig. 1.) 
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RBSUL'IB AND nmCUSSION 
The tunnel-wall effects were oonsidered to be negligible, and 
the effect of leakage at the reflection plate was unknown; therefore 7 
no oorrections were applied to the data. 
The Reynolds numbers for both taU planes are shown in figure 3. 
The increased slope of the curves above 0.80 Mach number Is due to 
the order of running the tests; data at the higher Mach numbers were 
obtained first when the air stream was coolest and consequently the 
density highest. 
The aerod1nam1c characteristics are presented for the Ullswept 
tail p1.a.ne in figures 4 through 8 and for the swept-back tail plane 
in figures 9 through 13. The variation of drag coefficient with 
Maoh number for both the unBYept and swept ta1ls 1s presented 1n 
figure 14. Figures 15 through 20 show the 11ft, flap hinge-mom.ent, 
a.rtd tab hinge-mament parameters', 
AnalysiS of Wind-Ttmnel Data 
!4f1.- The change in slope of the lift curves :ear the unswept 
ta1l in figures 4(a), (b), and (c) at about 00 angle of attaok for 
the flap defleoted 100 and 150 was probably the result of a shift of 
the transition point on the tail . surface • With the flap undeflected, 
the maxtmum lift coeffioient at 0.40 Mach number was 0.74 at 120 
angle of attaok. Tufts showed ta.a.t the tip started to stall at 
about 20 angle of attaok and the stall progressed inboard with 
inorease in angle of attack. The stalling of the tip at such a 
low angle of attack probably caused the low maximum lift coeffioient. 
'The Mach number of 11ft dlvergemce at 00 angle of attaok ocours at 
about 0.80. 
o The 11ft parameter % for the unewept tail at 0 angle of 
attaok decreased with inorease in Maoh number. (See fig. 17.) ~e 
decrease in a.a from 0.40 Mach number to a .80 was due to the 
inorease in stabilizer effectiveness (Cru, fig. 15) with no increase 
in flap atfectiveness (016' fig. 16); above 0.80 the decrease in % 
was the ~esult of a more rapid 10S8 in flap effectiveness than 
stabilizer effectiveness. 
For Mach numbers of 0.40 and 0.60 there was 8 change in slope 
9f the 11ft 9u.rves fa:;, th~ avept-baok tail at 60 angle of attaok. 
lBee figa. 9laJ and 9lb).J Above this angle of attaok the lift-
ourve slopes increased. This change in slope was probably the 
result of a shift of the transition point on the tail surface 
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attack. The svept,..4)ack tail did not stall at the maxim'l,Illl test 
angle of 200 • The Maoh number of 11ft d.1 vergence at 00 8.ngJ.e of 
attaok ooours above O.B75. 
The variation in the lift parameter a.e (fig. 17) with Maoh 
number throughout the test Mach number range was small. for the . 
swept tail in oomparison to that for the unsvept. The small 
deorease in CJ.8 above 0.75 Mach number was the result of the 
inorease in svept-tail stabilizer effeotiveness CCIo.) while the 
flap effeotiveness (CLB) did not change signifioantly at Maoh 
numbers above 0.75. (See figa. 15 and 16.) 
Drag.- The drag ooefficients presented in figures 6 and 11 
oannot be oonsidered absolute" since the effects of the baffle 
plate and the ,end leakage are unknown; however, the relative values 
should be largely independent of these effects. The interference 
effects and the, poor aocuraq7 in obtaining the ~g data probably 
nullified the low-drag range of these airfoils. There was a 
pronounoe~ increase of the drag coeffioient of the unswept tail 
plane above the Maoh number of drag diversence due to the shock 
on the surface. (See fig. 14.) "lor the Bwept,..4)aok tail plane, 
there was no inorease in drag ooeffioient with inorease in Maoh 
number to 0.875. Defleotion of the flap increases the drag 
coeff1oient of the unewept tail plane markedly J while the drag 
ooeffioient of the swept tail increaees onJ.y sl1ghtl7. 
Pi tching moment.- Figure 7 shows that the change in slope (OcmfdbL> of the pltching-mament ourves with lift ooeffioient was 
greater at 0.40 Mach number than at the higher )(ach numbers. The 
ohanse in the slope and the scatter of the data were probably 
ca~ed by ~e 1nabi~ity of the pitchi~ament balanoe to acou-
ratel1' mee.sure the small moments on the model at this low speed. 
7lap hinge mament.- 71gure B .shows that the slope of the flap 
h1nge-moment ourves for the UIlswept tail increased at about 80 angle 
of attaok for Maoh numbers below o.Bo. This is the angle of attaok 
at whioh the tail pl.a.rie started to stall. The UIlstable variation 
of flap hinge-mament ooefficient with angle of attaok at 0.B75 Mach 
number is the result of' the flap operating in separated flow. The 
ohange in variation of Chfa. and Chf8f with Mach number, above ' 
0.80.1 was due to the flap operating in the separated region produoed 
b7 shook on the tail plane. (See figa. IB and 19.) 
As shown in figures IB and 19, the flap hinge-mament parameters 
(Chfa. and ChtBr) for the swept tail remained about constant through 
the Maoh nUllber ]:"8nSS. 
~ I 
~ I 
- - - ------ - - ---- -.---- -- --- ------~ 
'. 
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Tab effectiveness.- In the determinati on of tab effectiveness, 
the tab was deflected only negatively. The va.riation of tab 
effectiveness (dChf/dot) with Mach number is shown in figure 20 0 
There was a rapid loss in tab effectiveness for the unswept tail 
above 0.80 Maoh number. Below 0.80 Maoh number, a flap deflecti on 
o 0 
of +5 or -5 ohanged the tab effectiveness approx1lllately ±0.0015 
for the UIlswept tail. The tab effectiveness for the swept tail was 
about constant with increase in Mach number and changed slightly 
with flap defleotion. 
Effect of Sweepback of the Horizontal Tail 
Plane on the Charaoteristics of an Airplane 
From the wind-tunnel results, a direct comparison is not 
possible between the characteristics of the swept tail and that of 
the UIlswept. In order to illustrate the effect of sweepback of the 
tail on the cha.racteristics of an airplane, two hypothetical air-
planes, one having an UIlswept horizontal tail, and the other having 
a swept-back horizontal tail, were assumed. Usin~ the wind-tunnel 
data presented in this report, supplemented with other wind-tunnel 
data, the tail size was chosen for each airplane so that at 0 0 60 
Mach number the static longitudinal stability (dCm/dCL) would be 
equal for each airplane as well as the pitching-mament coefficients 
at zero lift. The following table gives the major dimensions for 
these two airplane which are identical except for the hori zontal 
tails: 
Wing a.rea, square feet 
Wing span, feet 
Horizontal-tail span, feet 
Horizontal-tail a.rea, square feet 
Horizont~-tail incidence, degrees 
Tail length, fram 25-Percent point of the 
wing mean aerodynamic chord to the 


















The variation of the calcul~ted pitching-moment coefficient with 
lift coefficient for both airplanes is shown i n figure 21 for constant 
Mach numbers. Figure 22 shows the va.riation of the neutral point 
for both airplanes with the elevator free and fixed through a Mach 
number range of 0.60 to 0.875. For the airplane with the UIlswept 
tail, the calculated neutral point moves aft wi th i ncrease in Mach 
number to 0.825, above which it moves forward so that i ts location 
J 
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at a Mach number of 0.875 is practically the same as at 0.60 Mach 
number . (See fig. 15.) This change in neutral point with Mach 
number is largely the result of the change in stabilizer effective-
ness, for when the stabilizer effectiveness increases the neutral 
point moves aft and vice versa . For the airplane with the swept-
back tail the neut~al p oint moves gradually aft with Mach number, 
due to the increase in stabili~er effectiveness . (See -fig . 15 . ) 
For a wing loading of 50 pounds per square foot at sea level, 
figure 23 shows the calculated elevator stick forces and angles 
needed to balance the two hypothetical H.irplanes in level flight. 
For Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.815 the stick force for the swept 
tail i'3 equal to or slightly larger than for the unswept tail. 
However, above 0.815 Mach number, the stick force for the swept 
tail is less than for the unswept tail; at 0.875 Mach number , 
125 and 600 pounds, respectively, are required. 
The drag increment of the horizontal tails is shown in figure 24 
for variouH Mach numbers . The drag of the swept tail is about 3.5 
times greater than for the unswept tail at 0.60 Mach number, but 
this is largely due to the greater area for the swept tail. At 
0 .875 Mach number, the drag of the swept tail is considerably 
lower than that for the unswept tail plane. 
CONCLUSION3 
The results of the high-8J ~ed wind-tunnel tests of a semispan 
horizontal tail swept and unswept indicate the following: 
1 . The Mach number of lift diver3 j ~Ce fJr the unswept tail 
was approximately 0.80, while that for the swept-back tail was above 
0.875 . 
2 . Abov~ a Mach number of 0 .80 , and at low angles of attack, 
the unswept tail plane showed a decided loss in stabilizer and flap 
effectiveness and an increase in flap hinge-moment coefficient; 
whereas in comparison the swept- back tail showed little change with 
Mach number to 0.875. 
3. For the two hypothetical airplanes assumed in this report, 
one having an unswept and the other having a swept-back- horizontal 
tail, more ar8a would be reqQired for the swept horizontal tail 
plane than for the unswept tail for equal airplane static longitudinal 
stability at low speed. The airplane with the swept tail would have 
higher stick forces and tail drag at the Mach numbers below the 14ach 
number of lift divergence than the airplane with the unswept tail, 
a 
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but above the Mach number of divergence the airplane with the swept 
tail would have considerably less stick force and tail drag 0 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE 1.- MODEL DU1ENSIONS 
Airfoil secti on~ perpendicular 
to the hinge line (table I) 
Sweepback of flap hinge line 
(75-percent-chord 11ne)~ degrees. 
Sweepback of leading edge~ degrees • 
Sweepback of 25-percent-chord line, 
degrees 0 • 0 • • 0 0 • 
Tail-plane area~ square fee t 
Span, feet 
Mean aerodynamic chord~ feet 
Aspect ratio (based on full span) 
Flap span along flap hinge line, 
feet . . . . . . . 0 • • • • 
Tail-plane root chord~ feet 
Equivalent tail-plane tip chord~ 
feet 0 .• • • . . 
Taper ratio 
Root-mean-squar e chord of flap, feet 
Ratio of flap chord to tail plane 
chord (perpendicular to flap hinge 
line) 0 • • • 
Tab span along tab hinge line~ feet 
Ratio of tab span to flap span • 
Ratio of tab chord to flap chor d at 
inb oard end of tab 0 • • 
Ratio of tab chord to flap chor d at 
tip of tab 
Trail i ng-edge angle 
Unswept Swept back 
Modified Modified 
NAeA 65-010 NAeA 65-DIO 
0 45 
16 61 
11.5 56 05 




2.36 2 . 36 
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Baffle 
Figure /-Mounting arrangement . 
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NACA RM No. A7J22 Fi g. 2 
Figure 2.- Model mounted in the wind tunnel. 
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COMrlTTEE I FOR A~RONAUTICS 
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Mach number, M 
Agure 3 - Variation of Reynolds number with Mach number. 
Unswept and swept back 45°. 
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Figure 5.-Variation of lift coefficient with Mach number. 
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Figure 15. - Variation of lift parameter CLa with Mach 
number. Unswept and swept back 45°; Of, 0°. 
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Figure /6- Variation of lift parameter CL6 with Mach 
number. Unswept and swept back 45°; 6 f1 0". 
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Figure 11. - Variation of lift effectiveness parameter Cls 
with Mach number. Unswept and swept back 450 ; 
angle of attack, 0 0 ; of, 0 0 
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Figure /8. - Variation of flop hinge-moment parameter 
Chf(X" wi th Mach number. Unswepf and swept back 45°j 
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Figure 19 - Variation of flap hinge-moment parameter Chf6 
with Mach number. Unswept and swept bock 45°; Sf, 0°. 
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Figure 20- Variation of tab effectiveness with Mach 
number. Unswept and swept bock 45°; angle of 
attock, 0°; 6" 0°,. tab angle approximately -50. 
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Figure 21.- Predicted variation of pitching-moment coefficient with 
lift coefficient for an airplane with the horizontal toil unswept 
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Rgure 22.-Predicted variation with Mach number of neutral 
point for an airplane with the horizontal tail unswepf or 
swept back 45~ Equal static longitudinal stability at 
Mach number of 060; wing loading, 50 pounds per 
square foot; sea level. 
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Figure 23- Predicted variation with Mach number of elevator stick 
force and angle for an airplane with the horizontal toil 
unswept and swept back 45". Equal static longitudinal 
stability at Mach number of 060; wing loading, 50 pounds 
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Figure 24- Predicted variation wIth Mach number of the 
horizontal foil drag for on airplane with the horizontal 
tot! unswept and swept bock 45"; wing loading, 50 
pounds per square foot; sea level. 
